Olive Harvest Report
Human rights violations committed
during the 2010 harvest
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Map: Affected West Bank communities*

*Note that red Xs indicate the location of human rights violations carried out by settlers or military forces, not the number. In some
areas, in particular around Nablus, many villages suffered a number of attacks. See area-specific maps inside this report for more
information.
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Introduction
The olive harvest ended this year, and as in other seasons, both farmers and the land they own

faced continuous attacks from Occupation forces and settlers. This season’s assaults were distinguished by their ferocity, occurring in the shadow of the failing negotiations between the Occupation state and the Palestinian Authority. The continued collusion between the American and

Occupation administrations is central in this failure, indicted in part by the lack of seriousness in

putting effective pressure on the Occupation administration to stop settlement activity across the
West Bank.

The Occupation plans of continuing settlement translates into an intensification of attacks,

whether through new expansion and land confiscation or physical assaults on Palestinian farmers
aimed at forcing them off their lands. This was shown clearly this year during the olive harvest

season, which is a time when Palestinian villagers strengthen their connection to their land and
trees.

Volunteers pick olives at the start of the 2010 olive harvest in the Bethlehem district.
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Summary of violations
1. Settlers began attacks early this year, before October, which is the month when the harvest tra-

ditionally starts. The number of places where attacks were carried out increased, along with their
ferocity.

2. There were organized attack campaigns this season. There was a call to organize a demonstration on Oct 4, 2010 near the Yizhar intersection, calling for the establishment of a synagogue by

destroying the Sulieman Faresi mosque in the village of Burin. The people of the village gathered
to defend the mosque, and settlers from Yizhar and Barcha used this as a pretext for a series of

attacks. Furthermore, it was observed that settlers wrote unified slogans in all areas of the West
Bank, especially the young and extreme “hilltop youth” in the districts of Nablus and Qalqilya,
indicating that the settlers were working together.

3. The popular committees concluded that there was prior coordination between the Occupation

army and the settlers in carrying out attacks this season. For example, soldiers closed the gates in
the Wall in the village of Masha and did not allow residents to enter their isolated lands beyond

the Wall. At the same time, settlers on the other side began to steal the harvest and bulldoze the
land.

4. The trust of residents in coordination through Palestinian liaisons with the Occupation for

entrance into the land isolated behind the Wall, “security zones”, and in areas near settlements

receded considerably. This was a result of the lack of commitment of the Occupation to this coor-

dination, as well as a lack of giving permits to those that applied. For example, in Ni’lin, nearly 70
farmers applied for permits, and the Occupation completely refused all permits. The same hap-

pened in ‘Aboud village. In the village of Saffa, soldiers at the gates restricted the opening hours of
the gate from 8:00 – 2:00, despite the fact that farmers require 12 hours in the fields a day during
the harvest season.

5. The violations this year point to a current and coming battle for all Palestinian parties with the
settlements, especially in the shadow of failed negotiations. As the Wall is a way of strengthening
the settlements, the popular committees are aiming to focus their efforts on the Wall and settlement project as a whole.
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Salfit District
In Salfit, violations were recorded in areas close to the Wall, such as Masha, or villages next to or between
settlements.

Figure 1: West Salfit

Village
Masha

Date
10.11.2010
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Type of Violation
Access denied; olives
stolen

Notes
Occupation forces set up a
gate west of the village especially for prohibiting farmers
from picking olives. Farmers
were prohibited from reaching isolated land behind the
Wall, and the olive harvest
stolen from village land.
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Figure 2: Central and east Salfit

Village
Yasuf

Date
10.11.2010

Type of Violation
Olive trees destroyed

Yasuf

10.15.2010

Inhabitants expelled from Settlers from the Tappuah
settlement in cooperation
their land

Kifil Haris

10.21.2010

Farmers assaulted; harvest stolen

Settlers from Ariel attacked
farmers and stole the olives
they had picked.

Iskaka and Yasuf

10.25.2010

Attempted theft

Settlers from Tappuah attempted to attack farmers
and steal their produce.
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Notes
The attack was carried out by
settlers from the settlements
of Za’tara and Ariel under
the protection of Occupation
soldiers. Olive trees on 50
dunums were damaged when
settlers released goats near
Za’tara checkpoint.
with Occupation forces
forced villagers off their land
while picking olives.
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Qalqilya district
In the Qalqilya district, reported attacks took place primarily to the east of Qalqilya city in the areas closest to the large settlement bloc that juts into the district.
Figure 3: East Qalqilya district. Settler attacks in this
area are serious each year.
In 2009, Kedumim settlers
burned more than 500 olive
trees in Immatin and Jit. 100
trees were also burned in Kufr
Qaddum, a village just east of
two large settlements where
there were numerous reports
of settler attacks.

Village
Jinsafut and Far’ata

Date
09.20.2010

Type of Violation
Olives stolen from village land

Notes

Various villages

10.10.2010

Olives stolen from village land

Kedumim settlers carried out
the theft of olives in various
villages

Far’ata

10.15.2010

Burning land

Settlers from the outpost Jfat
Gilad burned 30 dunums of
land planted with olive trees
belonging to the village.
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Yizar settlers brought ladders
and tarps and began picking
olives before villagers, stealing the harvest.
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Ramallah district
In the Ramallah villages, all violations recorded were near settlements. In some villages, like Ni’lin, villagers were denied permits to do any olive picking beyond the Wall.
Al Nabi Saleh: The
village has been
waging weekly
protests for the past
year against the
Halamish settlement,
which is confiscating village land and
resources. Dozens
have been seriously
injured and many
more arrested as a
result of these demonstrations
Figure 4: Northwest Ramallah. Dir Ibziya not pictured

Village
Al Nabi Saleh

Date
10.22.2010

Type of Violation
Farmers assaulted

Notes

Dir Ibziya’

10.22.2010

Farmers assaulted and
expelled from their land;
harvest stolen

Settlers from Dolev assaulted
farmers while they were in
the fields picking olives. They
rained stones on the farmers,
while insulting and terrifying
villagers, among them children, then stole the harvest.
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The so-called security officer
of the Halamish settlement
assaulted farmers while they
were picking in an area adjacent to the settlement. Then
a group of soldiers proceded
to chase the the farmers off
the land.
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Figure 5: Northeast Ramallah. The settlement of Shilo, just north of Turmus’ayya, is not pictured. Duma is northwest of al
Mughayyir and also is not pictured.

Village

Date

Type of Violation

Notes

Al Maghayyir and Duma

9.14.2010

Land bulldozed

Al Maghayyir

10.3.2010

Olive trees burned; harvest stolen

Settlers from Shilo bulldozed
20 dunums of land belonging to farmers from the two
villages.

Turmus’ayya

10.11.2010

Olive trees burned
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Olives from trees belonging
to Rateb Abdallah Ma’soud
al Na’san were stolen; land
belonging to various owners
was burned.

130 trees belonging to
Mahmoud Ahmed Mohammed Hizma were burned. The
trees were burned with what
appeared to be a chemical
that scorched them completely. In addition, there holes
that appeared to have been
made by a drill according to
eyewitnesses.
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Hebron district
A number of attacks took place near the settlements in the city of Hebron. There were also reports from
the west (Beit ‘Awwa) and the north (Beit Ummar), where demonstrations are held weekly against settlement activity on village land.

Figure 6: Beit ‘Awwa, West Hebron district. Map: UN
OCHA

Figure 7: Central Hebron district. Map: UN OCHA

Village
Beit Ula

Date
10.08.2010

Type of Violation
Youth arrested, farmer
assaulted

Notes

Hebron (city)

10.16.2010

Volunteers assaulted

A group of Occupation
soldiers beat a group of
volunteers with the popular committee. Seven were
lightly injured when soldiers
attack the group with batons
and rifle butts near the settlements of Kiryat Arba and
Kharisina.
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Occupation forces arrested
youth, Jihad Jamal al ‘Amla
(17) and Iyad Jamil al ‘Amla
(18) while picking olives.
Soldiers then beat the father
of Iyad.
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Tel Rumeida

10.16.2010

Volunteers barred from
harvesting

Beit Ummar

10.24.2010

Trees cut down, land
bulldozed

Al Baqa’

10.21.2010

Agricultural land bulldozed

Students from al Quds Open
University were prohibited
by soldiers from helping
people from the Tel Rumeida
neighborhood harvest
olives. Soldiers threatened
volunteers with weapons,
then blocked everyone from
harvesting, declaring the area
a closed military zone.
Settlers from the Kami Zur
settlement, erected on Beit
Ummar land, cut down almond trees belonging to the
Bahr family and bulldozed 5
dunums of land on the south
side of the village to expand
the settlement.

Settlers from Kirya Arba
and Kharisina, brought a
large number of military
bulldozers and equipment
and bulldozed 16 dunums of
agricultural land belonging to
Mustafa Mohammed Awwad
Jaber.

Volunteers pick olives during the 2010 harvest season
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Nablus district
The highest concentration of violations occured in the Nablus-area villages, where violent settlers continuously attacked farmers, families and trees, often under the watchful eye of soldiers

Figure 8: Central Nablus district. As can be seen, much of the settler violence comes from the the triangle of settlements just south
of Nablus city, in particular Yitzhar.

Village
Burin

Date
10.09.2010

Type of Violation
Villagers assaulted

Notes

Burin

10.12.2010

Farmers assaulted;
olives stolen

Burin

09.20.2010

Olives stolen

Settlers from Yitzhar beat
farmers from Burin while
they were picking olives in
their fields and stole the harvest from that day.

Burin

09.20.2010

Olives stolen
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More than 15 settlers dressed
in white uniforms from the
outpost next to the Burcha
settlement attacked residents
while they picked olives.
Before leaving they broke
several trees.

Settlers from Yitzhar brought
ladders and tarps to steal
olives from villagers’ trees.
This sparked confrontations
between settlers and residents.
Settlers from Yitzhar stole
olives from land belonging to
the village.
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Burin

10.13.2010

Land burned; olives
stolen

Burin

10.20.2010

Farmers assaulted;
olives stolen

Burin

10.15.2010

Settlers released wild
pigs

‘Iraq Burin

10.16.2010

‘Awarta

10.01.2010

Farmers assaulted,
olives stolen

‘Awarta

09.28.2010
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Land burned

Olives stolen

50 settlers from Yitzhar
burned dozens of dunums of
land belonging to the village,
then proceeded to attack
farmers with stones and steal
the harvested olives.

Settlers from Barcha assaulted and beat farmers while
they were harvesting olives.
Moner Qaddus was injured
and treated at a hospital
while another farmer, Ismael
Qaddus, was arrested. Setters
proceeded to steal the harvest. A farmer named Namir
Tirawi (28) was injured
when he was hit in the back
with a stone. Settlers stole
several bags of olives as well
as harvesting equipment.
Before departing they began
to break the branches of olive
trees. Villagers confronted
settlers, and after an hour
Occupation soldiers arrived
but did not intervene, even
though there was coordination with the Israeli District
Coordination Office for this
period.

Settlers from Yitzhar released
a group of wild pigs that attacked families picking olives
near the settlement. Ismael
Latifi (55) was injured, with
several breaks in both legs.
Settlers from Barcha rained
stones down on farmers and
stole the harvest from the
village fields.

Settlers from Yitzhar burned
10 dunums of land planted
with olive trees in the village of ‘Awarta belonging to
Nu’man Awwad. Occupation
forces also barred the villagers and civil defense crews
from putting out the fire for
an hour and a half.
A group of settlers from
Yitzhar raided an olive grove
and stole the harvest.
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Illustration: Occupation forces use heavy machinery to destroy olive groves.

‘Awarta, ‘Awrif and Kufr
Qaddum

10.10.2010

Farmers assaulted; trees Dozens of settlers attacked
farmers working, forcing
burned

Huwara

10.10.2010

Family assaulted

Huwara

10.07.2010

Land burned

Huwara

10.06.2010

Trees cut down

Tell, Jibt and Sarra

10.15.2010

Land burned
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them off their land at gunpoint. They proceded to
smash dozens of olive trees,
steal the harvest from lands
belonging to ‘Awarta and
‘Awrif, and assault farmers
in Kuft Qaddum. Occupation
soldiers also launched a campaign to expel farmers from
their land near the Yitzhar
settlement.

Barcha settlers attacked the
family of Haj Bajes Salim
‘Awda with sticks, knives and
stones, demanding that they
leave their land. One of the
settlers carried a container
filled with petrol and poured
it on the farmer’s tractor with
the aim of setting it ablaze,
but one of individuals present put the fire out.
Settlers from Yitzhar burned
dozens of trees after blocking
villagers from entering the
area.

Yitzhar settlers cut down 50
olive trees belonging to Najeh
‘Aisi and Mohammed ‘Awda.
Settlers burned nearly 45
dunums of land belonging to
the three villages.
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Figure 9: Settlers attacked farmers from several vilalges east of Nablus. There also reports of attacks in Yanun, southeast of
‘Awarta (not pictured)

Village

Date

Type of Violation

Notes

Yanun

10.06.2010

Trees ruined; olives
stolen

Azmut

10.15.2010

Land burned

Settlers ruined 16 olive trees
and stole olives from land.
They remained for hours under the watch and protection
of Occupation soldiers.

Deir al Hatab

10.26.2010

Trees destroyed

Settlers from Elon More
burned land belonging to
the village of ‘Azmut while
residents were picking olives,
forcing them to leave the
area.
660 trees were destroyed by
wastewater

A settlement is seen from a Palestinian olive grove. Farmers who try to harvest their olives near settlements often face harassment
and attack as well as the confiscation or destruction of their trees and crops.
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Figure 10: Al Lubban al Sharqiya lies south of Nablus, between the Eli and Ma’ale Levona settlements

Village
Al Lubban al Sharqiyya

Date
10.18.2010

Type of Violation
Land burned

Notes

Al Lubban al Sharqiyya

10.23.2010

Trees destroyed

Settlers from Ma’ale Levona
and Eli cut down and ruined
40 trees olive trees belonging
to Akram Jamil ‘Awis
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Settlers set fire to land belonging to Lubban al Sharqiyya south of Nablus, leaving
approximately 10 dunums of
agricultural land burned.
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Jerusalem and
Bethlehem districts
There were fewer attacks in the Bethlehem and Jerusalem districts than last year. However, many of the
villages in these areas have lost massive amounts of land to settlements and the construction of the Wall.
Village
Mikhmas (Jerusalem
district)

Date
10.13.2010

Type of Violation
Notes
Farmers assaulted, trees Settlers attacked the family of Ra’if Abdulkarim Abu
damaged

Husan (Bethlehem district)

10.19.2010

Land burned

‘Ali. Ra’if himself suffered
beatings which led to his
hospitalization and required
12 stitches. Settlers also set
fires.

Settlers from Bitar Ellit
burned 30 dunums containing 100 olive trees, 200
almond trees, and 100 grape
vines belonging to families
from the village of Husan

Palestinians sort through picked olives in the village of al Walaja. Wall construction has recently restarted in the village, and the
route of the Wall will encircle the village, cutting it off from nearly all of its land.
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